
Synopsis: Vashti is convinced that she can't draw. However, with some gentle encouragement
from her teacher, she realises where just one dot can take her. 
 A celebration of creativity and growth mindset, empowering children to have confidence in
themselves.. 

~ The Dot by Peter H. Reynolds ~ 

emotional literacy focus: Self Belief, creativity,
courage and collaboration

How does Vashti feel about art at the start
of the story? 
How do you feel faced with a blank page?
How does Vashti's teacher make her feel
proud and believe in herself?
Which is your favourite way that Vashti
creates a 'dot'? Why?
Why do you think Vashti becomes inspired?
How does Vashti feel by the end of the
story?
What do you think will happen to the boy
after our story has finished?
What message do you think the author is
giving us?
How can we believe in ourselves?
How can we help others believe in
themselves?
What do these words mean to you: self-
belief, courage, creativity, collaboration

Create a 'dot' picture by printing using
lots of different circular shaped objects.
Look at the artwork ~ Kandinsky's 'Colour
study: squares with geometric circles.'
Use this as inspiration for a piece of class
collaborative artwork where each child
creates their own 'square' filled with
circles and all are joined together. 
KS2 ~ Learn to use a compass and
create different overlapping 'circles' then
colour them to create a mindful artwork.
Go on a 'dot' scavenger hunt in nature
then us e Andy Goldsworthy as
inspiration to create circular artwork
outside. 
Start with a line, what can you create?
Create your own 'dot to dot' picture.

Talk about it: discussion 
tasks and journaling prompts

text based tasks to boost creativity, 
 empathy and wellbeing

The Wellbeing BookBox ~ international dot day
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Book Box Bites~ The Dot by Peter H. Reynolds ~ 
The Wellbeing BookBox ~ international dot day

~ Wassily Kandinsky ~ squares with geometric circles

~ Andy Goldsworthy ~ Various artworks


